Leaders hail cross-party 'unity' as rallies held
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FRANK MILLAR, London Editor

HOUSE OF COMMONS: PRIME MINISTER Gordon Brown and Conservative leader David Cameron led MPs in a show of solidarity yesterday with the wave of public protests across Northern Ireland against the dissident republican murders of army sappers Mark Quinsey and Patrick Azimkar and PSNI Constable Stephen Carroll.

MPs held their own gathering in support of the peace rallies after Mr Brown and Mr Cameron hailed cross-party “unity” in Northern Ireland in support of the police investigation into the murders and in common determination that the dissidents should not be allowed to destroy the peace process.

Mr Brown told the House of Commons he saw at first hand in Belfast on Monday “the unity against violence of the people and their representatives . . . and the unyielding resolution to say with one voice that the peace that the people of Northern Ireland are building no murderers should ever be allowed to destroy”.

Mr Brown was responding to Mr Cameron – making his first appearance in the chamber since the death of his son – who said this unity was remarkable, as it was “remarkably welcome that every party in Northern Ireland are building no murderers should ever be allowed to destroy”.

There was a reminder of underlying and unresolved disputes about policing, army back-up and the “operational independence” of the PSNI Chief Constable, however, when Upper Bann DUP MP David Simpson pressed for the assurance that Sir Hugh Orde would have whatever resources he needed in countering the dissident threat.
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- **Inside the desert kingdom** There are signs that Saudi Arabia has begun to take the first tentative steps towards real reform

- **New age for prophet of self-interest** A hymn to individualism, extreme self-interest and laissez-faire capitalism. Ayn Rand's 1957 book 'Atlas Shrugged' is attracting a new set of followers in this age of uncertainty

- **Rental revival gives tenants right to choose** With a vast supply of newly-built apartments for rent on the market, tenants can upgrade regularly if they are prepared to shop around and haggle

- **66% off Failte Towers castle on 17 acres** A castle run as a hotel which starred in a TV series could be within the reach of private buyers after a price cut

- **The night of the iguana** Among those fascinated by the Galápagos Islands, which Charles Darwin made famous, is an Irish scientist who conducts research at the Charles Darwin Research Station on Santa Cruz Island
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### Homes

- **The Cedars, Diamond Valley, Dargle Road** Price: €335,000

  **Bedrooms:** 3

- **See More »**
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- Accountancy
- Architecture / Design
- Banking & Financial Services
- Construction
- Customer Service, Call Centres & Languages
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### Cars

- **Kia's got it all wrapped up - mind, body and, of course, Soul**
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### Dating

- **I am a** Man/Looking for a Woman/Located All/Only with photos: [Next »](http://www.irishtimes.com/newspaper/ireland/2009/0312/1224242740472.html)